First supply to Sessa Marine

CBE launches into boating
CBE, leading company in electrical and electronic equipment for the caravan
sector, expands its activity to the nautical sector, supplying control panels
to the famed Sessa Marine boatyard
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CBE changes look

Complete solutions: control panels in the catalogue
CBE is specialised in customised design of

systems with wiring already prepared

electrical and electronic systems for the

and specifically designed, which

caravan and nautical sectors. A strategic

connect battery charger switching,

vehicle battery, graphic
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CBE and Concorde

Cutting-edge electronics
CBE introduces the new control panel PC770-SK, integral part of the new electrical system
designed and realised ad hoc for the prestigious Concorde vehicles
Adopted as original equipment on the prestigious
caravans and motorhomes in the 2011 collection
from the Schluesselfeld factory, the new PC770-

Company proﬁle

SK is a new generation 7” LCD touch-screen panel
which allows management, through a single

With more than 35 years of history,

device, of all the technical systems on board
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the vehicle. An intelligent control unit capable

European level in the electrical and
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electronic system sector as applies to
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drawing up personalised solutions
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CBE at the Parma show

signal insuﬃcient engine battery voltage (if lower

PC200 is a

PC100 is a control panel system with a LED

microprocessor system

display which has the following functions:

with a colour LCD display
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protection fuse, car
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battery recharge
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control of minimum voltage device.
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CBE at the Düsseldorf show

